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DIRECTIONS TO BO KOUGA MOUNTAIN RETREAT
COORDINATES to Farm Gate Turnoff: GPS - S33º 39' 51.6" E023º 21' 14.4" or Google Maps: -33.664333,23.354000
Bo Kouga Mountain Retreat is situated approximately 130km from George, 29km from Uniondale
and 62km from Joubertina. The last stretch is on gravel roads, where you will start to lose cell
phone reception.
There are two approaches to the farm on the R62. One is from George / Uniondale and the
second from Joubertina.
Approach from George:
 Take the N9 out of George and travel over the Outeniqua pass for +-93km from the foot of
the pass at the Engen garage to the turnoff on the right to R62 (Joubertina).
 (DO NOT TURN LEFT OFF THE N9 TO OUDTSHOORN). Carry on with the N9 in the direction of
Uniondale until you reach the R62 turnoff to the right.
 Travel 12.3km from the N9/R62 turnoff to the R62/R339 turnoff to Uniondale on the left.
 Travel 2.35km down the R339 towards Uniondale and turn right into DE HOOP ROAD (dirt
road)
 Travel 21.4km from the R339/DeHoop road turnoff to the turnoff to the farm on the left.
 (You will pass through two farm gates. Please close them once you through)
 There is a South African flag and a sign indicating the farm name – Bo Kouga Mountain
Retreat.
 Travel 400m down this road to the farm gate
 The Reception is on your left as you pass through the farm gate
Approach from Joubertina
 Taking the R62 through Joubertina in the direction of George, approximately 44km from
Joubertina turn right into BO KOUGA ROAD (dirt road).
 Opposite the turnoff is Ongelegen Primary school. There is also a large tree at the turnoff
on the right of the road.
 Travel 10.3km down this dirt road until you get to a T junction.
 Turn left at the T junction.
 You will now see a small church on your left.
 Travel 8.2km down the road from the T junction and the turnoff to the farm will be on your
right-hand side.
 Travel 400m down this road to the farm gate
 The Reception is on your left as you pass through the farm gate
TRAVEL SAFELY

